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ABSTRACT

Light-analyte interaction systems are key elements of novel near-field optics
based sensing techniques used for highly-sensitive detection of various kinds of
targets. However, it is still a great challenge to achieve quantitative analysis of the
targets using these sensing techniques, since critical difficulties exist on how to
efficiently and precisely introduce the analytes into the desired location of the
near-field light focusing, and quantitatively measure the enhanced optical signal
1

reliably. In this work, we present for the first time a localized photonic nanojet
(L-PNJ) based sensing platform which provides a strategy to achieve quantitative
biosensing via utilizing a unique light-analyte interaction system. We demonstrate
that individual fluorescent microsphere of different sizes can be readily introduced to
the light-analyte interaction system with loading efficiency more than 70%, and
generates reproducible enhanced fluorescence signals with standard deviation less
than 7.5%. We employ this sensing platform for fluorescent-bead-based biotin
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concentration analysis, achieving the improvement on the detection sensitivity and
limit of detection, opening the door for highly sensitive and quantitative biosensing.
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This L-PNJ based sensing platform is promising for development of next-generation
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on-chip signal amplification and quantitative detection systems.
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1. Introduction
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The ability of confining and concentrating light energy into a very small volume
permits the efficient delivering of high-intensity optical energy to the micro/nano
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analytes of interest. This leads to enhanced light–matter interactions and generates
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profound effect on the efficacy of various optical processes, such as emission
enhancement and radiation pattern modulation of chromophores (i.e., fluorophores,
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fluorescent nanodiamonds and semiconductor quantum dots), and the increased
scattering signal of molecules [1, 2]. Consequently, it enables the development of
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near-field optics based novel sensing techniques (NFO-sensing techniques), with
extensive applications in precision bioassays [3, 4], biochemical sensors [5, 6] and
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surface enhanced spectroscopies [7-9].

The light-analyte interaction system as the functional component in the
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NFO-sensing techniques provides the area for the target recognition and signal
amplification. It performs the key element as its target-capture efficiency, field
intensity, and volume mode determines the performance (response time, sensitivity
and throughput) of the NFO-sensing techniques. Conventional light-analyte
interaction systems are widely performed on metal-based plasmonic structures
including array of nanostructures or nanoparticles, by taking advantage of
electromagnetic resonances on metals such as surface plasmon modes. These surface
plasmon modes generate highly enhanced electromagnetic field (so called hot spot)
which accommodates and supports the light-analyte interactions. However,
metal-based plasmonic structures share common drawbacks such as intrinsic optical
losses in metals, small mode volume and technically challenging nanofabrication
processes, therefore hindering their practical applications. Recent research trends now
3

offer new platforms for light-analyte interaction system via using dielectric optical
microstructures including microbeads, microcylinder and others [10-12]. Compared
with metallic structures, dielectric microstructures possess simple structure and almost
no intrinsic absorption. Therefore, utilization of dielectric microstructures is
considered as a simple and cost-effective route for NFO-sensing techniques without
requiring expensive nanofabrication facilities or complex near-field configurations
[12, 13]. Upon illumination with the light, dielectric microstructures such as dielectric
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microbeads can modulate the spatial structure of the incident light and converge it
into a concentrated light flux, which is termed as a “photonic nanojet” (PNJ). As the
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light is confined, its local field intensity can reach a value that is orders of magnitude
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higher than the incident intensity. Consequently, objects in the focus zone of the PNJ
experience an enhanced electromagnetic excitation which stimulates strong light–
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matter interactions. This has brought the development of dielectric microstructures
based optical techniques to various applications including super resolution imaging
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[14, 15], ultrasensitive optical detection [16-20], optical trapping and manipulation
[21-23].
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However, it is still a great challenge to achieve quantitative analysis of the targets
utilizing dielectric microstructures based NFO-sensing techniques, because PNJ is
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inherently a near-field phenomenon with relatively small effective volume and only
analytes located within the PNJ make a significant contribution to the overall signal.
Therefore, analytes are typically required to be coated into a film beneath the
dielectric microstructures, with only a small fraction of analytes that coincidently in
the converging area can be illuminated to participate in the light–matter interactions.
[19, 20]. Especially, the above described limitation is greatly hindering the possible
applications of this approach in general for biosensing applications, where the
biological analytes are always in small volume, low concentration, or possess uneven
size distributions or fragile tissues, which are not capable of uniformly coating.
Furthermore, due to the heterogeneous distribution on the intensity of the PNJ, signals
that report the strength of light–analyte interaction could exhibit server fluctuations
when spatial location of the analyte varies [24, 25]. This poses great challenges on
4

achieving reliable signal amplification and obtaining accurate measurements and
quantification as desired.
Here in this study, we present for the first time a localized PNJ based sensing
platform which achieves highly efficient signal amplification and quantitative
biosensing. The sensing platform consists of microwell-decorated microsphere lens
(µ-well lens) array. Different from the conventional dielectric microbeads which
generate PNJs in an open space, these µ-well lenses generate PNJs in a localized
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semi-open microwell, which is termed as localized PNJ (L-PNJ) here. The semi-open
microwell allows passive trapping of single microscale analyte into the L-PNJ with
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high degree of spatial accuracy (Scheme 1). The novel design greatly improves the
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efficiency of introducing the targets into the L-PNJ as well as suppresses their signal
fluctuations, allowing reliable measurement of signals amplified by enhanced light–
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matter interactions. This paves the way to establish a versatile and highly sensitive
quantitative sensing platform. We demonstrate that fluorescent microspheres of
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different sizes can be efficiently introduced into the desired L-PNJ area and their
location in the L-PNJ can be readily controlled and adjusted. Consequently, their
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fluorescent signals are amplified by the unique design due to the enhanced light–
matter interactions within the L-PNJ. Therefore, the fluorescent enhancement factor,
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which reports the strength of light–matter interactions between the fluorescent
microsphere and L-PNJ, can be reliably and accurately measured. Furthermore, we
employ this µ-well lens array on fluorescence-based target analyte concentration
analysis, by using biotin as a model sample, achieving the improvement on detection
sensitivity and limit of detection, demonstrating the ability of quantitative and
sensitive detection of targets.
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the localized photonic nanojet based sensing
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platform and the experimental setup designed for quantitatively recording the
fluorescent signal from the analytes in the light-analyte interaction system. Individual
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fluorescent microsphere is loaded in the semi-open microwell (light-analyte
interaction system). Upon illumination from the bottom of the µ-well lens, localized
photonic nanojet is generated inside the semi-open microwell, which excites the
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fluorescent microsphere and induces enhanced light–matter interactions, leading to
the emission signal amplification. The emission signal is collected from the top via
transmissive optical configuration.

2. Experimental section:

2.1 Materials and regents
Barium titanate glass (BTG) microspheres were purchased from Cospheric Co.,
Santa Barbara, United States. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, SYLGARD 184) was
purchased from DOW CORNING, United States. Fluorescent microspheres (1 µm, 5
µm, 10 µm and 15 µm in diameter, respectively) dyed with fluorophores (475 nm in
6

excitation and 525 nm in emission) and streptavidin conjugated polystyrene
microspheres (5 µm in diameter) were purchased from So-Fe biomedicine Co.,
Shanghai, China. Cy3 dye (550 nm in excitation and 568 nm in emission) labeled
biotin was purchased from GENEWIZ Co., Suzhou, China. Tween20 and PBS buffer
(1X) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co., China. Milli-Q water was used for all
experiments. All the regents were used as received.
2.2 Fabrication of the µ-well lens array
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BTG microspheres (refractive index=1.9) with size of ~80 µm were placed on a
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PDMS spin-coated glass substrate. The BTG microspheres were then gently spread
over the substrate to form a monolayered microsphere array. The prepared sample was
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then processed by a nanosecond pulse laser (LMT2010P, Chongqing Yongmao
Machinery and Electronics Co., Ltd, central wavelength λ = 1064 nm, pulse duration
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100 ns, pulse power up to 10 w). The laser beam was incident from the backside of
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the glass substrate and passed through the microsphere. Due to the high refractive
index of BTG microsphere, the laser beam passing through microspheres can undergo
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a second focusing, generating a highly localized hot spot at the boundary. This optical
phenomenon, also known as a "photonic nanojet", creates intensively localized energy
at the boundary that causes the material to be removed. Finally, a semi-open
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microwell was formed at the dark side of each microsphere.
2.3 Modification of the biotin conjugated polystyrene microsphere
70 µL streptavidin conjugated polystyrene microspheres (10 mg/ml) was

aliquoted into 7×10 µL in centrifuge tubes. Cyanine3 (Cy3) dye labeled biotin was
dissolved in 100 µL 1×PBS buffer into concentrations of 100 µM, 10 µM, 1 µM, 100
nM, 10 nM, 1 nM, 0.1 nM, respectively. Subsequently, the Cy3 dye labeled biotin
with different concentrations were added into the tubes each with 10 µL streptavidin
conjugated polystyrene microspheres, respectively. The mixtures were allowed to
react at 37℃ for 30 minutes away from light in a shaker. The mixtures were then
centrifuged and washed twice with PBST buffer (1×PBS buffer with 0.05% Tween20).
Finally the precipitations were dissolved in 100 µL Milli-Q respectively for further
7

experiments.
2.4 Loading fluorescent microspheres in the semi-open microwell by
self-assembly
The chip with µ-well lenses was cleaned with 2-proponal, rinsed with Milli-Q
water and dried with nitrogen. Afterwards, air plasma was used to treat the chip for 1
minute to increase the surface hydrophilicity of the µ-well lenses. Subsequently, 10
µL of the fluorescent microspheres (∼1.5 × 106 ml−1) in Milli-Q water was dropped
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on the chip. The droplets spread out over the whole surface area due to the
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hydrophilicity of the surface. The evaporation of the liquid was then benefited. During
the end of the liquid evaporation, curved meniscus existed from liquid to microsphere
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surface. This induces capillary forces and drives these fluorescent microspheres close
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into the semi-open microwell [26, 27]. After gently washed with Milli-Q water,
fluorescent microspheres left around the corner of the µ-well lenses are washed away
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and eventually only microspheres in the semi-open microwells are remained. Then the
chip was dried for further characterization. It should be noted that, unbalanced
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capillary force during evaporation or the electrostatic force may cause some small
fluorescent microspheres (<10% for fluorescent microspheres of 1 µm and 5 µm)
randomly adhere to the inner surface of the semi-open microwells. Therefore, an
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off-center position occurred for these fluorescent microspheres. They can be
distinguished by measuring their geometric positions in the µ-well or by reading their
focal lengths. They are excluded from the statistics. Such phenomenon is rarely
observed on fluorescent microspheres located outside the semi-open microwell
(fluorescent microspheres of 10 µm and 15 µm), largely due to the strong
self-complementary key-lock mechanisms with the “neck” of the semi-open
microwell.
2.5 Recording and measuring fluorescent signal under the light microscope
The samples were characterized under the light microscope (Zeiss Axio Observer
7) equipped with a 10× objective with NA=0.25 and a 40× objective with NA=0.55.
The sample was placed upright on the sample stage. The 40× objective was used to
8

observe the topography of the sample. During the emission collection process, the
excitation light was illuminated from the bottom of the sample and the 10× objective
lens was used to collect the emission signal above the sample, as illustrated in Scheme
1. For the fluorescent microspheres in the microwells or on the substrate, the objective
lens was focused on the fluorescent microspheres when collecting the signal. In brief,
the objective was firstly focused on the outer contour of the fluorescent microspheres
and then was adjusted to the focal length where the recorded fluorescence intensity
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reaches the maximum.
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3. Results and discussion
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3.1 Fabrication and characterization of the µ-well lens array

Figure 1. Fabrication and characterization of the µ-well lens. (a) Schematic
9

illustration of the fabrication process of the semi-open microwell in the BTG
microspheres. (b) Photographic image of the as-prepared BTG microspheres with
semi-open microwells. The white arrows indicate the semi-open microwells on each
BTG microsphere. (c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the as-prepared
µ-well lens. (d) Schematic illustration on the dimensions of the fabricated µ-well lens.
(e) Simulation based on finite-difference time-domain showing localized PNJ can be
generated inside the semi-open microwell. (f) Plot of the electric field intensity
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distribution along z-axis and FWHM of the PNJ. The white, green and pink areas in
the middle image represent the area of air, BTG material and semi-open microwell,

ro

respectively.
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Conventional BTG dielectric microspheres are utilized and the fabrication of
µ-well lens array is illustrated in Figure 1a. Upon illumination with a plane wave

re

(wavelength λ = 1064 nm) from the bottom, simulation based on Mie calculations
show that a focused high-intensity beam, i.e., PNJ, is generated on the top surface of
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the BTG microsphere (Figure S1). The high-intensity PNJ can generate heat that
enables ablation and direct removal of BTG material in the focal area due to the
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thermal accumulation effect, leading to the formation of a semi-open microwell [28].
The as-prepared µ-well lens is characterized under light microscope, as shown in
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Figure 1b. These semi-open µ-well can be clearly observed under light microscope
since they exhibit dark circular area on the top center of each µ-well lens. The
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images under high magnification show that a
larger outer contour of about 11 µm is on the top of the BTG microsphere, Figure 1c.
The radius of this outer contour gradually shrinks and eventually narrows into a
semi-open microwell with a diameter of about 6 µm. Besides, the interior of the
µ-well is observed to be an ellipsoidal cavity which shows a maximum cross-sectional
profile of about 13 µm and a height of about 20 µm, as illustrated in Figure 1d.
Further details on the interior and cross-section of the semi-open microwells are
presented in supporting information (Figure S2). The size of the semi-open microwell
can be controlled via tuning the power of the nanosecond laser beam and the number
of laser exposure times during the fabrication process. Utilization of ultrafast laser,
10

such as picosecond or femtosecond laser, would benefit the fabrication of semi-open
microwells down to sub-micron scale.
Simulation based on finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) is performed to
investigate the optical focusing property of the as-prepared µ-well lens in air ambient
(Figure 1e). The simulation shows that, upon illumination from the bottom, the
incident light (plane wave with wavelength λ = 475 nm, which is the excitation
central wavelength of the fluorescent samples used later) can be converged and a PNJ
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is generated and confined inside the semi-open microwell, which is termed as
localized photonic nanojet (L-PNJ). Besides, the maximum of the electric field occurs

ro

inside the semi-open microwell and the lateral resolution of the L-PNJ (FWHM) is

-p

408 nm, as shown in Figure 1f. It should be noted that, PNJs are usually developed in
a less controlled open space for the ordinary microsphere or microcylinder structure,

re

which makes it technically difficult to accurately introduce target into this space.
Current solutions such as random capture based on microfluidics or manual trapping

lP

by optical forces severely hinder sample throughput and require complex
experimental configurations [18, 22]. As a comparison, the additional semi-open
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microwell in our µ-well lens provides the ability to further confine the PNJ into a
restricted space, leading to a more accurate way to locate the object and to detect
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signal from the object. This creates a decent light-analyte interaction system and once
the target is loaded into the semi-open microwell, it can be simultaneously illuminated
by the high-intensity L-PNJ without any further manipulations.
3.2 Performance on the passive trapping of fluorescent microspheres into the
light-analyte interaction system

11
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Figure 2. (a) Schematics depicting the process of the fluorescent microsphere
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trapping capability of the µ-well lens. (b) Dependency of the loading efficiency on the
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number of loading steps. The full lines represent guides to the eye. (c) Schematic
illustration of the positions of fluorescent microspheres with different sizes loaded in
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the semi-open microwell. (d) SEM images showing the fluorescent microsphere of 10
µm located in the semi-open microwell. Upper: side view of the false color SEM
image; Lower: top view of the SEM image.
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To demonstrate the microscale objects trapping capabilities of the light-analyte

interaction system, as well as measuring the signal boosted by enhanced light–matter
interactions, fluorescent microspheres in aqueous dispersion are utilized. Previous
studies have shown that substrates patterned by concave features possess local energy
minima which can efficiently trap particles by employing self-complementary
key-lock mechanisms in the solution during the assembly process [29]. Similarly, here
we demonstrate that owing to the localized area provided by this µ-well lens, the
particles as target in dispersion can be passively trapped into the µ-well lens driven by
the capillary force as the solvent gradually evaporates. Fluorescent microspheres with
diameter of 1 µm, 5 µm, 10 µm and 15 µm are utilized in the experiments,
respectively. The passively trapping process is illustrated in Figure 2a. The recessed
12

circular

geometry

of

the

semi-open

microwell

benefits

the

onset

of

self-complementary key-lock mechanisms between sample microspheres and the
semi-open microwells. Together with van der Waals, or depletion forces, fluorescent
microspheres are confined and irreversibly trapped in the semi-open microwells.
Loading efficiency is used to quantify the effect of passively trapping process. It is
defined as the ratio of the number of the microwells containing the fluorescent
microspheres to the total number of the microwells in a statistical area. We perform
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multiple loading steps (each loading process in Figure 2a is referred to as one step)
and find that the loading efficiency depends on the number of loading steps and the

ro

size of fluorescent microspheres, Figure 2b. The loading efficiency increases as the
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number of loading steps increases. Typically, these semi-open microwells can be filled
at a yield above 70% after 5 loading steps for all the fluorescent microspheres used in

re

our experiments. However, given the same number of loading steps and the
concentration of dispersion, higher loading efficiency is observed for smaller

lP

fluorescent microspheres. The size-dependent loading efficiency is ascribed to the size
induced loading preference during the assembly process [30, 31]. The fluorescent
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microspheres with smaller size encounter higher possibilities to be trapped and
meanwhile possess higher stability in the semi-open microwells, inducing higher
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loading efficiency compared with those with larger size. Multiple fluorescent
microspheres in a single semi-open microwell or under the µ-well lenses will bring
interference on the quantitative determination of fluorescent signals in the following
experiments. To reduce this interference, it is necessary to load only a single
microsphere in each single semi-open microwell. This can be achieved by employing
a diluted dispersion in the self-assembly process and performing more loading steps.
Here, samples with a single microsphere loaded in a single semi-open microwell are
used as the sample group and individual fluorescent microspheres distributed on the
substrate are chosen as the control group.
Once the L-PNJ is generated, the trapped microspheres in the semi-open
microwell are automatically exposed in the enhanced electromagnetic field and no
further manipulation is required. It should be noted that, these fluorescent
13

microspheres can exhibit different height distributions along the longitudinal direction,
Figure 2c. Fluorescent microspheres (1 µm and 5 µm) with diameter smaller than the
“neck” of the semi-open microwell (value b in Figure 1d) enter the semi-open
microwell while others (10 µm and 15 µm) are blocked and located outside the
semi-open microwell. The SEM images shown in Figure 2d confirm that, after the
evaporation of solvent, individual fluorescent microsphere with diameter of 10 µm is
targeted by the µ-well lens of the light-analyte interaction system.
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The loading strategy here provides a simple yet effective approach to introduce
the individual microsphere into the L-PNJ with controlled position. Besides, the

ro

self-complementary key-lock mechanisms enables the physical contact between
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microspheres and the semi-open microwells. Thus, the spatial variations of the
microsphere in the semi-open microwell are highly reduced. As a result, microspheres

re

of the same size are located at the same height along the longitudinal direction and
thus experience nearly identical intensity of the L-PNJ, leading to suppressed signal

lP

fluctuation. This light-analyte interaction system benefits the reliable measurement of
signals boosted by enhanced light–matter interactions and enables its application in
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quantitative detection.

3.3 Highly efficient optical signal amplification and reliable signal quantification
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via measuring the fluorescent enhancement factor in the light-analyte interaction
system
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the signal recording for the fluorescent
microspheres in the semi-open microwells and on the substrate (control) and (b)
corresponding recorded fluorescent signals. (c) The fluorescent intensity from the
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corresponding fluorescent microspheres showing the enhanced fluorescent signal
(green curve) and the control signal (orange curve). (d) The enhancement factor v.s.
the size of the fluorescent microspheres measured by experiment (error bar stands for
standard deviation).

After the fluorescent microspheres are loaded, their fluorescent signal is recorded
in the air ambient under the light microscope as illustrated in Scheme 1. The
excitation light (central wavelength λ = 475 nm) is incident from the bottom of the
µ-well lens, inducing L-PNJ in the semi-open microwell on the top. The emission
light (central wavelength λ = 525 nm) from the fluorescent microsphere is collected
by an objective (10×, numerical aperture NA = 0.25) above the sample. To prove the
optical enhancement provided by this µ-well lens, the emission light from the
15

fluorescent microspheres on the substrate is also collected with the identical excitation
power and exposure time as a control, as illustrated in Figure 3a. As expected,
fluorescent microspheres inside the semi-open microwells exhibit higher emission
intensity than those on the substrate, as shown in Figure 3b and Figure S4. Bright
visible emission is observed for the fluorescent microspheres inside the semi-open
microwells, while only inconspicuous emission is captured for those on the substrate.
Their fluorescent intensity curve of the corresponding fluorescent microspheres is
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shown in Figure 3c. The signal amplification effect in the light-analyte interaction
system can be clearly observed as the fluorescent microspheres in the semi-open

ro

microwell (green curve) exhibits higher intensity than the control sample (orange
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curve).

To quantify the signal amplification effect of this light-analyte interaction system,
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we define mean emission intensity enhancement factor η𝑀 as
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η𝑀 =

𝐼̅𝜇
𝐼̅𝑐

(1)
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, where 𝐼̅𝜇 represents the arithmetic mean emission intensity of the fluorescent
microspheres when positioned inside the semi-open microwells and 𝐼̅𝑐 represents the
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arithmetic mean emission intensity of the fluorescent microspheres on the glass
substrate (control). The measured magnitude of η𝑀 reflects the optical enhancement
capability of this light-analyte interaction system, while the measured standard
deviation (SD) represents the signal fluctuation, i.e., the stability of the enhanced
emission signal (shown as error bar in plot). We repeated measurements of η𝑀 for
different sized fluorescent microspheres at different locations, and statistical results
were shown in Figure 3d. Note the detected emission signal from individual
fluorescent microsphere presented here was randomly selected, and consistent
uniformity can be found for all the fluorescent microspheres with the same size.
Overall, the fluorescent signal turned to be quite stable for all measured cases, with
SD all below 7.5%. This in turn suggests the developed µ-well systems are overall
16

stable and reliable for precision measurement of micro/nanoscale signals. A slightly
larger SD values were observed for smaller particles of sizes 1 µm and 5 µm, when
compared to 10 µm and 15 µm sized particle. This is caused by the fact that smaller
fluorescent particles are more likely to be deposited at different locations inside the
microwell (section 2.4 in experimental section). On the other hand, Figure 3d also
shows that the enhancement factor η𝑀 decreases with particles sizes. For instance,
up to one order (about 9.5-fold) of enhancement was obtained for the fluorescent
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microsphere of 1 µm, about 2-fold of enhancement for that of 15 µm. Since
differently sized fluorescent microspheres could be trapped at different z-locations in

ro

the microwell, it would lead to a general ‘size effect’ on the enhancement factor for
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the fluorescent signal, i.e., the smaller the particle size, the higher the enhancement
factor. The focusing L-PNJ inside microwell (FWHM = 408 nm, see Figure 1f) is in
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comparable size to fluorescent microspheres of 1 µm, but smaller than other size of
fluorescent microspheres of 5 µm, 10 µm and 15 µm. This suggests for larger
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particles the PNJ doesn’t provide a full illumination of the particle, but only partially.
The excitation of fluorescence molecules will be limited to the excited regions
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determined by PNJ (i.e., similar level of input energy) while the emitted fluorescent
light will distribute through the whole sphere (i.e., larger area output). This will cause
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a reduced average intensity and thus a lower enhancement factor as observed in
experiments.

3.4 Mechanism accounting for the signal amplification in the light-analyte
interaction system

Figure 4. Simulations based on FDTD showing the far-field emission collection
efficiency for a dipole source obtained on the absence (a) and in the presence (b) of
17

the µ-well lens (left image) and the corresponding radiation pattern (right image)
respectively. The dipole is in a free space for (a) and is set on the bottom of the
semi-open microwell for (b). The crossed green lines indicate the light collection area
under the objective with NA of 0.25 used in our experiments.
Apart from creating the L-PNJ with high excitation field intensity, this
light-analyte interaction system can also enhance the efficiency of far-field light
collection and in turn contribute to the fluorescent enhancement factor. As indicated
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from the results of dipole scattering FDTD simulation, in the absence of the µ-well
lens, a dipole source is radiating energy uniformly into its surrounding space (Figure

ro

4a). However, in Figure 4b, one can see the µ-well lens significantly changes the
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radiation directivity of the dipole source and redirects the energy mostly toward the
top (90-deg angle) and bottom directions (270-deg angle) of the lens, leading to
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significant increase in signal collection efficiency. The calculating results show that
the light-analyte interaction system leads to an around 14% increase on the mean
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collection efficiency upon collecting from 90-deg angle (Figure S6). Based on these
results, the light-analyte interaction system increases the detected mean emission
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intensity by inducing high-intensity L-PNJ, while at the same time it provides an
enhanced collection efficiency by redirecting the radiation pattern. By combining
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these two effects, the mean emission intensity enhancement factor η𝑀 is expressed
as the synergistic effect of field enhancement and collection efficiency on the optical
enhancement as following,
η𝑀 = η𝑐𝑜𝑙 ∙ η𝑒𝑥𝑐
(2)
, where η𝑐𝑜𝑙 representing the enhancement on the collection efficiency and η𝑒𝑥𝑐
representing the enhancement factor on the excitation intensity arising from the
high-intensity PNJ. A simple model is developed to explain how the η𝑀 evolves with
the size of the fluorescent microspheres. The calculated η𝑀 from the model fits well
with the trends obtained from the experiments. Details on the theoretical model is
presented in the section 9 in the supporting information.
3.5 Quantitative biotin concentration analysis utilizing L-PNJ based sensing
18
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of the Cy3-labeled polystyrene (PS) microspheres.
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(b) Recorded fluorescent signals of the fluorescent dye-labeled PS microspheres in the
semi-open microwells and on the substrate (control). (c) Recorded fluorescent
intensity in different concentrations of biotin under transmissive optical configuration.
The orange and blue dots represent the intensity recorded with and without
fluorescent signal amplification, respectively. The dashed lines represent guides to the
eye. The solid black lines represent the linear regression curves of the corresponding
data. The linear regression equations are also shown, respectively.
As one of the possible practical applications of this L-PNJ based sensing platform
with the capability of signal quantification, we further demonstrate a fluorescent
bead-based quantitative biotin concentration analysis. Polystyrene (PS) microspheres
of 5 µm are modified with Cyanine 3 (Cy3) dye labeled biotin with different
concentrations, ranging from 100 µM down to 100 pM, as illustrated in Figure 5a.
19

Fluorescent signal at the focal plane of the modified PS microspheres in the
semi-open microwell and on the glass substrate is collected under TR configuration.
The corresponding recorded fluorescent images in concentration of 100 µM and 10
nM are shown in Figure 5b, respectively. It is shown that utilization of this novel
µ-well lens increases the fluorescent intensity of the modified PS microspheres.
Meanwhile, the fluorescent intensity under different concentration of biotin is shown
in Figure 5c. It is observed that, the fluorescence intensity of the PS microspheres
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located in the semi-open microwell is higher than that in the absence of the µ-well
lens at each concentration. Note that the relatively large standard deviation in Figure

ro

5c is ascribed to the relatively large intrinsic fluorescent variation on the modified PS
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microspheres compared to the commercial fluorescent microspheres. The higher slope
extracted from Figure 5c for the PS microspheres in the semi-open microwell implies

re

an increase (about 1.8-fold) in the sensitivity of biotin response upon signal
amplification. Moreover, the amplification on the fluorescent signal improves the
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signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and enables a lower limit of detection (LOD). For instance,
at a concentration of 0.1 nM (corresponding to 0.024 ng/ml), fluorescent signal
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amplified by the µ-well lens is still detectable with SNR=9.0, while the fluorescent
signal without amplification cannot be distinguished from the background noise. By
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assuming a linear relationship between the fluorescent intensity and the concentration
of the biotin (in logarithmic scale), we can deduce a LOD of 35 pM (corresponding to
8.6 pg/ml) with SNR=3.0 upon signal amplification. Therefore, the utilization of our
novel µ-well lens for signal amplification improved both the detection sensitivity and
the LOD.
4. Conclusion
Method of developing reliable optical enhancement and achieving accurate signal
quantification through PNJ based NFO-sensing techniques is previously undescribed.
In this work, we have taken an important step in validating the L-PNJ based sensing
platform by employing a dielectric microsphere based µ-well lens. We have
demonstrated that L-PNJ can be generated in a semi-open microwell and thus creates
a decent light-analyte interaction system. Individual fluorescent microsphere of
20

different sizes can be introduced to the designated position in the L-PNJ with an
efficiency more than 70% and generates reproducible enhanced fluorescence signals
with standard deviation smaller than 7.5%. This has led to reliable optical
enhancement and quantitative signal measurements. In addition, a comprehensive
analysis on the optical properties of this µ-well lens reveals the mechanism
accounting for the signal amplification in the light-analyte interaction system. This
L-PNJ based sensing platform is employed on biotin concentration analysis, achieving
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a 1.8-fold increase in sensitivity and also the improvement on limit of detection. This
sensing platform is promising for development of next-generation on-chip signal
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amplification and quantitative detection systems as well as for investigating a wide
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Highlights：
A novel localized photonic nanojet based sensing platform for highly efficient
signal amplification and quantitative biosensing was developed.
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The unique light-analyte interaction system in the sensing platform allows for
introducing of microscale analytes into the L-PNJ focusing with high efficiency
and spatial accuracy.



The signal amplification is negatively correlated with the size of the microscale
analytes.



The sensing platform achieved improvements on the detection sensitivity and
limit of detection for fluorescent-bead-based biotin concentration analysis.
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